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What is the name of the hotel located in downtown Los Angeles? Hotel Cortez 
During his torture-murder investigation of a couple, Detective John Lowe goes to the hotel for clues, 
who does he see a vision of whilst investigating? 

His missing son, Holden (abducted 5 years 
earlier) 

What is the name of the resident bloodsucking fashionista, known as the countess? Elizabeth Johnson 
What is the hotel room number Detective Lowe moves into, to keep his family safe? Room 64 
What does the countess turn the drug addicted and narcissistic actor Tristan Duffy into? A vampire 
The sadistic James Patrick March built the hotel in 1926 as a place for him to do what? Torture and murder people 
Scarlett takes a photo of her missing brother Holden to prove that is alive but why do her parents do 
not believe her when she shows them the photo?  

The boy’s face is blurred 

Why does the countess stop Tristan from killing the designer. Will Drake? She plans to marry him then kill him to 
gain his entire estate 

Before Donovan turns Iris into a vampire, how does Iris plan on killing herself? Overdosing on Heroin 
What kind of 'papers' does John's wife Alex, give him at the hotel? Divorce papers 
Who checks in to the hotel on Devil's Night (Oct 30) and goes on a murder spree? Serial Killer, Richard Ramirez 
What is the name of the hotel’s transgender bartender, played by Dennis O'Hare? Liz Taylor 
On the annual Devil's Night dinner, the spirits of those who had previously checked in at the hotel, 
come together to celebrate their crimes. Who are the spirits? 

The spirits of the most notorious 
American Serial Killers 

John is introduced to the spirits of Ramirez, John Wayne Gacy, Jeffrey Dahmer, and which masked 
serial killer? 

The Zodiac Killer 

What is the reason the countess gives to Alex for kidnapping her son Holden?  To Save Him 
Why does the countess offer Alex the opportunity to become a vampire? So, she can spend eternity with her son 
After being turned by Alex, Max feeds on his parents. What kind of costume is Max wearing when he 
runs to catch the school bus? 

Pirate Costume 

In 1926, the countess visits which Doctor to have an abortion, during the process the baby attacks 
and kills the Doctors nurse?  

Dr Charles Montgomery (at the Murder 
House) 

Who do Donovan, Ramona, and Iris plan to murder? The countess’ vampire children 
In 1925, when the countess was human she got into a relationship with which actor and his wife? Rudolph Valentino 
When John checks himself in to a mental health hospital he meets a child named Wren. Which killer 
was Wren an accomplice to? 

The Ten Commandments Killer 

What secret is revealed when Sally leads John to Room 64? John has been the murderer all along 
Who betrays Ramona when she is about to stab the countess? Donovan 
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When Miss Evers helps Liz to reconnect with her son, Douglas. How many years has it been since she 
last saw him? 

31 

Which two characters team up to take over the hotel? Liz and Iris 
Who is inside the penthouse when Liz and Iris shoot it up? Donovan and the Countess 
Why does Donovan request Iris and Liz to move him outside the hotel before he dies? So, his spirit is not trapped inside forever 
Who do Iris and Liz free to use as a weapon against the countess? Ramona 
Who guns down the countess as his final kill as she is about to leave the hotel? John 
What is the reason Mr March agrees for the spirits to stop killing the guests Until the Cortez becomes a historical 

landmark 
After discovering that she is terminally ill, why does she decide to die in the hotel? To be with the other ghosts and vampires 
Which Psychic investigates the hotel for her TV show? Billie Dean Howard 
When John takes Billie to Devil's Night, what do the spirits threaten her with if she mentions the 
Cortez again? 

Threaten to kill her 

Which two characters does Sarah Paulson play? Sally McKenna and Billie Dean Howard 
Which real Hotel was the inspiration behind the Cortez? Cecil Hotel 
Hotel marks the first season to not feature which two mainstay actresses? Jessica Lange and Frances Conroy 

 


